
Community Writing Project Issues #2 & #3 

Editor:  Golda Solomon  poet-in-residence BDAC 

Your writings welcomed and the google meet link available at: 
gs@goldajazz.com meet.google.com/yug-vpxj-ems 

Our next on line ArtSpeak/FPTP is Saturday June 6, 1:30 PM 

Dear Community of  Writers, Artists, Friends, Readers and Neighbors, 

Issue #2 &#3 owes special thanks to Michele Amaro, Karim Ahmed, Jill 
Austen, Russell Evans and all the ArtSpeak/From Page to Performance  
early May participants. 

Issue #1 was a quilting of lines and potpourri of offerings. Issue #2/#3 
contains ‘raw’/first draft writings with the permission of the ArtSpeak 
Participants. 

Enclosed is “Thirteen Greens of a Hummingbird Feather”, Jill Austen’s 
poem that ‘prompted‘ our pens to create and to both Jill Austen and Russell 
Evans for their art that ekphrastically prompted. 

Free-writes and then shared aloud with the group, buffed and polished at 
home –some using the ever dependable and always welcome list poem, 
the ‘landay,’ a two line couplet plus form of Afghanistani/Pashti origin that 
challenges writers with  a syllable count, the cento poem- the taking lines 
from various sources and re-ordering them and adding originals.  

Responding to Jill and Russell’s art and to prompts culled by yours truly, 

golda 

  



Thirteen Greens of a Hummingbird Feather 

I. 
I was undecided. 
Was it tango green or flamenco blue, 
that seductive glow of aurora borealis? 

II. 
Remember the crisp green-apple taste  
of well-chilled vinho verde in summer; 
it is like the awakening of young Juliet, 
like the quivering new green of a delicate fern 
claiming freedom in spring.  

III. 
At the blurry edge of morning I do not know  
where to focus; I pause 
first on the soft lunar-green of a nocturnal moth,  
then, the dewy perfume of prairie sweetgrass. 

IV. 
Bearing the weight of Egyptian gold,  
an ancient green-shelled beetle lumbers  
over the garden stones. 

V. 
Listen to the veiled rivulet  
gurgling in a lace-green grotto; 
it is the murmur of seven generations of women  
who cling like Irish-green to steely rocks. 

VI. 
February thrashes the Normandy coast  
with ice-green gems, their emerald light  
dissolves into mist –  
its memory immutable. 

VII. 
The afternoon was lost. 
We drove through a field of green lines 
measuring a vineyard in southern France. 
At the end of the road, a peacock 
strutted its shimmering color wheel. 

VIII. 
The boat sliced a bright ribbon through the Caribbean Sea,  



like a plow turning furrows in a field. Boat and plow  
are seasons, partners in a waltz of seafoam green - 
the waves, like windswept blades of grass. 

IX.  
Two bracelets of abalone 
were one, and changeable - 
iridescent silver, rippling blue-green.    
One bracelet was stolen, one sister died. 

X.  
Unseen,   
another day slipped below the ocean horizon. 
Sunset’s final breath flashed green, electric and elusive. 

XI.  
Captive in the black-out cloak of tropical nights,  
tree frogs ransom their skins for a lime-green song;  
the calliope whistles, drilling the air with trills  
until its blazing liberation at dawn. 

XII. 
Before sunrise, a trumpet vine traces  
vast curlicues in a race across the garden wall; 
its green-glazed arabesques cover the Ottoman Empire. 

XIII. 
You ask which I prefer -  
the whirling far-flung opals,   
wildfire-green and glitter-burst orange, 
of Orion’s newborn stars, or  
the white butterfly’s powder-green 
pixelated underwing  
half hidden on a leaf?  

        -------- Jill Austen 

























f2f
Ysabella Hincapié-Gara

I prefer face to face interactions.
btw

I sit facing a screen that gives me
electronic faces, virtual kisses and hugs
I am supposed to feel as if they are on flesh.

lol
I hear voices everywhere
The radio. TV, a CD, phone
Utube, Instagram you name it!

Nobody next to me
Just Paco
My four legged
furry companion,
He gives me tons
of unconditional love

I hope to come out
of this together but
separate seclusion
And join the world
Together and f2f.


